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which it is difficult to account. Briefly summarized, they
lay down that no weaver or fuller may traffic in cloth or
sell it to any one except to the merchants of the town, and
that if any became prosperous and wished to become a
freeman of the town, he must first abandon his trade
and get rid of all the implements connected with it, and
then satisfy the town officials of his ability to keep up
his new position without working at his old trade. But
the most singular provision, found in all these laws, was
that no fuller or weaver could attaint or bear witness
against a ' free man'.x Here it is clear that ' free man.'
is used not as opposed to a villain,2 but as implying one
possessing the full franchise of his town, in other words,
a member of the governing merchant gild or equivalent
body. It would seem as if the English cloth trade, which
was very extensive during the twelfth century, was
entirely in the hands of the capitalist merchant clothiers,
at any rate so far as the great towns here in question
were concerned, and they had combined to prevent
members of the handicraft gilds of clothworkcrs from
obtaining access to the merchant gilds. Generally, the
merchant gilds were anxious to draw into their ranks
members of all classes, being less afraid of sharing the
privileges than desirous of sharing the financial responsi-
bilities which were attached to their position. This
exceptional treatment of the clothworkers may have
been due less to a sense of their social inferiority than
1	In 1200 the authorities at Lincoln asserted that fullers ' non
habent legem vel communiam cum Ziberis civibus ' :   Curia Regis 21,
m. 5 d.
2	The weavers were not villains ;  had they been so, the leave
of their lords would have been necessary before they could obtain
the freedom of their town.

